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Gerkens
worried
Students reluctant to file crime reports
by Tereaa Tarantino
staff reporter

Students waiting anywhere from an hour to
several days to report serious crimes on campus
have Dean Gerkens, police division manager,
concerned.
A University coed who said she was robbed at
knifepoint Saturday waited two days to report the
incident to University Police.
The student refused to file a complaint with
police, telling officers she reported the incident
for the sole purpose of making them aware of the
attack. She refused to give the officers her name
and would speak to them only over the telephone.
This is the third incident in the last two months
in which victims of violent crimes on campus
have refused to file complaints with police. The
situation is beginning to alarm Gerkens, who said
that without the victims' names or descriptions of
the suspects there is no way charges can be filed
against anyone picked up in connection with the
crime.
THE ABOVE attack occured Saturday, Oct. 12,
between 6:30 p.m. and 7 p.m. along the southwest
comer of the Jerome Library. Police were not
notified of the incident until a friend of the victim
called them Monday afternoon. Later the same
day the victim called police and gave her account

of the incident
According to police reports, a male jumped out
of the bushes Dehind the victim, covered her
mouth, told her he had a knife and asked for her
money. When the student told him she had no
money the assailant checked her pockets, threw
her to the ground and fled.
The victim was unable to give police a description of the assailant.
Gerkens said without the victim's name or
telephone number it is impossible to obtain further evidence. He said during an investigation
police may find it necessary contact the victims
again, attempting to spur their memory for further information.
"We do appreciate when people call in to report
crimes anonymously. Even if no report is filed we
treat it as a real complaint and. carry on an
investigation," he said. 'The information helps us
but we nave no way of solving the crime."
THE LACK of cooperation by victims is baffling, Gerkens said. "We've never run across such
a problem with people not wanting to get involved.
One I would probably overlook, but we've had
three now," he said.
"I don't know if they've lost confidence in us,
but if for some reason they don't trust us I urge
them to come and work it out," he said.
• See Concern, page 4.

Preview Day set for Saturday
by Susan McDonald
reporter

Up, up and away

**

News/Joe phe n

"

In front of the Union, Carolyn Schmltz, senior journalism major, fills up another helium balloon. As
part of the Great Lakes Interscholastic Press Association high school journalism workshop, several
hundred balloons carrying coupons with students' names were released yesterday. The finder of the
balloon that travels the farthest by Nov. 16 will split a »75 prize with the student.

More than 2,000 high school
students will be on campus Saturday to get a preview of college
life at the University.
Preview Day, which has been
in existence for nine years, offers prospective students and
their families the opportunity to
view the academic, social and
residential aspects of the University, said Janet Baker, admissions officer and Preview

Day coordinator.
In conjunction with Preview
Day, a Minority Student Preview Day is planned.
The Minority Student Preview
Day will address the needs of
these students by hosting speakers who are leaders of campus
minority organizations.
Also as part of the event, 72
campus organizations and services will have informational
booths set up in the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom from 9 a.m. to
noon, said Deb Dehn, graduate

assistant from the Office of Admissions. More campus groups
are participating in Preview
Day than ever before, she
added.
TOURS OF the campus will be
led by 65 regular tour guides
employed by the office of admissions and 115 volunteer guides
who for one day will give tours.
Baker said.
The guides are "ambassadors
of the university" because they
• See Preview, page 3.

Rhodes presents challenge, Celeste says
CINCINNATI (AP) - Former Gov.
James Rhodes would be a tough opponent if he gets into the 1966 gubernatorial race, despite criticism that he is
too old, Gov. Richard Celeste said
yesterday.
"I think that if Jim Rhodes files as a
candidate for governor, he will be a
formidable candidate,'' Celeste told
reporters in Cincinnati yesterday.
"Anyone who doesn't - Democrat or

Republican - underestimates Jim
Rhodes. I don't"
In a recent poll conducted by The
Columbus Dispatch newspaper, twothirds of the 827 Columbus voters who
responded said they think the 76-yearold Rhodes is too old to run again for
governor. Rhodes, a Republican,
served 16 years as Ohio governor and
plans to announce his re-election campaign for 1966 at a Nov. 9 luncheon at

Rhodes set for bid
to regain old job
'I'm the only one experienced,'
former governor Rhodes says
by Brian R. Bail
copy editor

COLUMBUS - In his office
just a block away from the 41story state office tower named
in his honor. James Rhodes
plans his strategy to regain his
Job as governor of the state of
Ohio - again.
The 76-year-old Rhodes has
been governor for 16 of the last
23 years, having first ascended
to the governors chair back in
1963 and been re-elected in 1966.
He had to wait until 1974 to run
again because of a state constitutional limit to two consecutive
terms for governors. He narrowly defeated incumbant John
Gilligan, a Democrat by about
1L0O0 votes in 1974. Winning reelection in 1978, he was forced to
abdicate again in 1963 due to the
timatitiittfmiil constraints.
But the "Governor," as many
of his business associates and
friends still call him, will be
vying for the office once again.
saying last week he is confident
his put record and experience
will propel him nut other Republican candidates in the May
primary and the Democratic
selection nut November, landing him in the Statehouse once
"PM THE only one experienced in administration," he
said, adding be thinks the gover-

the Scioto Downs racetrack near Columbus.
Celeste, a Democrat who has said he
plans to stand for re-election to a
second term in 1966, downplayed the
poll yesterday.
"I have said repeatedly that polls done
this early are only for the benefit of
people who write political columns."
ON ANOTHER matter, the gover-

nor said he thinks it may not be wrong
to ask people their political affiliations
before they are hired as state employ"I dont think there's necessarily anything wrong about that," Celeste said
in response to questions about allegations that Democrats were given preference in Wrings and promotions in
the Ohio Department of Transporta-

tion. The state Senate Judiciary Committee is investigating those
allegations.
Celeste said he is gathering facts to
find out what has gone on in the
Transportation Department, headed
by his appointee, Director Warren
Smith. Celeste quoted both Smith and
state Sen. Paul Pfeifer, a Bucyrus
Republican who announced this week
• See Celeste, page 7.

Louisville to host BG opera
The BG Opera Theater will
perform tonight at the National Opera Association Conference in Louisville, Ky., for
the first time.
The theater, composed of 20
University students, will perform "L'Ormindo" by Cavalli
at the conference, which
started yesterday and ends
Saturday.
"People from all over the

country will be at the conference," according to Lance
Ashmore, a performer in the
opera. "This is a chance for
the opera to be beard by an
opera audience outside of the
area."
The cut performed the opera last fall at the University
and was invited to perform
the opera in Louisville the
following semester. The cast

started rehearsing for the
conference last week.
"Last fall the opera was
well received with a good
critical response," said Roy
Lazarus, director of the opera.
LAZARUS DIRECTED the
opera last fall and also directed the American premiere of the opera at the
Juliard School of Music.

nor's race win be decided on
experience vs. inexperience.
This stems from his belief that
people elect management when
they elect government officials.
Rhodes said his successor, incumbent Gov. Richard Celeste,
a Democrat, has gotten all of his
experience on the job.
Celeste was Rhodes' lieutenant governor during the term
beginning in 1975, the last election the governor and lieutenant
governor were not elected together.
"I moved this state. Moved it
Moved it We had good people.
Not like what they have now.
Things have changed," he said.
Rhodes' reason for his candidacy stems from Celeste having
created a "deteriorating climate" for industry and the development of new businesses,
Rhodes said.
"Very few businesses can uy
they're better off (now) than the
day Dick Celeste took office," he
Among Rhodes' solutions
would be to lower personal property taxes because, he said,
"you cant tax businesses moving out (of the state)."
RHODES SATO new legislation is needed because mere
has been "no progress" under
current economic development
programs. "Well do that (re• See Rhodes, page 7.

—. Hopldm
Two members of the cast of L'Ormindo, an opera directed by Roy Lazarus, associate professor of the
college of Musical Arts, performed In the public dress rehearsal at Kobacker Hall last night. Lazarus will be
uiklng the opera to the University of Kentucky In Louisville as part of the National Opera Association

Italian
coalition
may topple
ROME (AP) - The Italian
government faces collapse in
its handling of the Achille
Lauro hijacking, while two
more Palestinians have been
charged in the incident.
Prune Minister Bettino
Craxi's coalition, one of the
longest-lived Italian governments since World War U,
split over how the piracy case
was handled and appeared
ready to fall. Defense Minister Giovanni Spadolini's Republican Party quit the 26month-old Cabinet, angered
by Craxi's refusal to detain a
PLO official the United States
accused of masterminding
the hijacking.
Craxi's government did not
stop Mohammed Abu el Abbas from leaving for Yugoslavia, the defense minister.
Abou current whereabouts
are unknown.
SPANDOLINI HAS has
criticized Craxi's Middle
East policy, especially his
willingness to deal with the
Palestine Liberation Organization. The defense minister
said be learned of Abbas'
release from television news
reports.
He and two other Republican ministers resigned from
the 30-member Cabinet,
which appeared to doom
Craxi's coalition. The Socialist prime ininister said, however, mat he had no intention
of resigning Immediately and
would take the government's
" i to Parliament.

Editorial
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Directories incomplete
A .though we agree with Clifton Boutelle, director
/\of public relations for the University, that the
first priority of campus directories is to provide
current address information, we believe the phone
book should tell us more.
Boutelle said if there was strong student sentiment to bring back the hometown information that
was included last year, the University would consider doing so.
There are several reasons why we support inclusion of hometown addresses.
• Students are the most temporary residents
there are. Many students don't stay in the same
apartment or residence hall room for a full semester, let alone a full year. They also go home often on
weekends and for Thanksgiving, Christmas and
spring breaks.
Often the only way to contact students, therefore,
is through their parents.
• The hometown listing is another way to identify
a student. Perhaps you know a person's last name Smith - but are unsure of the first name. Knowing
his or her hometown might help you find the person
in the directory.
• Many students like to take their phone books
with them over the summer or after they graduate.
With hometown addresses, there is a way to get a
hold of friends and acquaintances during the summer and in subsequent years.
• Some students use the hometown information to
find rides home.
The reason the addresses were omitted this year
is that last spring, some parents became upset by a
non-University group selling survival kits. The
group apparently got the information from campus
directories.
But in light of all the reasons for hometown
addresses, we don't think the complaints about
soliciting carry much weight. Junk mail and soliciting-related phone calls are a fact of life, and neither
is very difficult to dispose of. You hang up, or you
throw away the letter.
The phone directory should offer the maximum
service possible to students. We hope it does again
next year.

Short on mature looks
by Mike Mclntyre
I've never had an identity
problem.
I know I'm short and my build
doesn't exactly make Arnold
Schwarzenegger nervous.
That's because I feast on pizza
and beer and I haven't seen the
inside of a gym for years.
I've put up with the jokes as
long as I can remember.
''Hey Shorty, how's the
weather down there." some
lanky adolescent would yell.
Some people come up with
even more creative cut-downs.
Last year I got caught up in
school spirit attending Falcon
football games. I took great care
to dress In University colors for
a contest right around Halloween. I had orange sweatpants,
an orange BGSU sweatshirt and
even an orange stocking cap.
But instead of recognizing my
dedication to the team, someone
vociferously mistook me for a
But I Just laughed it off. You
see, I've bad good teaching in
that department. My mom is
barely 5 feet tall and only one of
my three older brothers can see
over the kitchen table.
People are baffled when they
see my whole family together.
They can't tell if we're short or if
we're lust tall midgets.
Really the short jokes are fun.
I love It when Johnny Carson
says he met someone sooooo
short, he could play handball on
the curb.
lean!
I even try to make up some
short Jokes myself. But yesterday was the last straw. Someone
went lust a little too far. And it
wasn't even a peer whose opinion I respected. It was a dreaded
high school student.
Some extremely bony high
schooler, with horn-rimmed
glasses and all, asked me how I
was enjoying the Journalism
seminars put on for nigh school

students by the Great Lakes
Interscholastic Press Association.
"I'm really learning a lot
about Journalism," he squeeked.
"How about you?"
I was crushed.
I mean, I know I'm short, but I
didn't really believe that I
looked 16 years old.
I wanted to call the kid a
fubescent runt and rattle off all
knew about Journalism.
"Listen here Poindezter, I
know more about newspapers
than you know about life," I
almost shouted.
But I realized it wasn't his
fault. I guess I do look pretty
young.
Maybe that's why I get carded
when I go to an '"R" rated
movie. And maybe that's why
the clerks at a particular Bowling Green convenience store
won't accept my ID when I buy
beer. They just can't believe I
didn't change the birth date on
the card.
Pretty soon I'll be turning 21.
Maybe I better start making
some changes now.
I've already tried hanging upside down from the bar in my
closet, but the stretch method
hasn't made me any taller.
I was thinking about growing
a beard, but I have about as
much chance of cultivating hair
on my face as a farmer does
raising apple trees in the Sahara.
Maybe I could cut down on the
eta and discover the Rec Cenbut that wouldn't make me
look older, just thinner.
So I guess 111 have to do like
everyone else. Live with what
I'vegot.
After that football game last
year, I vowed never to wear
orange again. But I'd rather be
called a pumpkin than a 16-yearold.
Mclntyn, a Junior Journalism
major trim Lakewood, Ohio, Is
editorial editor of the News.
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A truly American sport
Pro baseball will be missed during its winter hiatus
by Bill Melden
The baseball season is drawing to a close. The autumn
leaves, which clutter our paths
like so many overdue bills, have
already begun to scuttle across
the infields of all the great outdoor ball parks, save two: the
two elect stadiums which will
soon share the absurd loveliness
of the most wonderful spectacle
in all of sport The perfidies of
the politicians and the fatuities
of the philosophers suddenly
seem quite distant, for the World
Series is at hand.
The term "World Series," of
course, is' comic in its hyperbole: if there ever was such a
thing, it was undoubtedly the
series of exhibition games
played at the most recent summer Olympics, where Cuba
played Mexico and the United
States played Japan. Never
mind. Even if Toronto fails to
beat back the assault of Kansas
City (as this is written, the final
game has yet to be played), thus
keeping the Series in the United
States, the hyperbole is appropriate: for hyperbole is a distinctly American art form, and
baseball is unquestionably the
most American of games.

territory, but then only to lend a
neighborly hand. I submit that
here we have the Louisiana Purchase, the Westward Expansion,
and the spirit of Manifest Destiny rolled into one. All that is
absent is the blood and the gunpowder.
How different is football!
Football is a shockingly European game, a game in which one
can relive, as It were, the entire
history of that blood-soaked continent: one furious invasion after another, the clash of armies
and the crunch of bones, all for
the sake of a few feet of sod.

American in its relation to time:
in brief, it has none. Here are no
ear-splitting horns or nerve-jangling buzzers; here, in fact, is no
clock. A well-played game can,
quite literally, last forever.
The same American who loves
the wide-open spaces hates the
cruel demands of time, whether
manifested by a keening alarm
clock or by the boss's deadlines,
and he therefore appreciates
and reveres baseball. To enter a
ball park is to step outside of
time; it offers the same satisfaction as ripping off one's wristwatch and smashing it against a
concrete wall.

Sometimes the game is won by
a drunken Cossack charge, but
for the most part, it is defined in
terms of inches and multiples of
inches. Strong men moan as
cartilege splinters and muscles
tear, and when the smoke
clears, all that has been conquered are a few precious yards.
Land is at a premium, and is
therefore subject to bitter dispute.
Baseball is also singularly

Watching a game on television
is not quite so satisfactory, what
with the constant interruptions
for "station identification and
the broadcasters' incessant
chatter about whatever tawdry
sitcom or soap opera is coming
up next; but then, television
turns everything it touches to
dust, and baseball, sad to say, is
not immune. But to actually go
out to the park is a different
matter: it Is a voyage beyond

time, a tiny sliver of immortality.
Finally (although the pleasures of the sport cannot be
exhaustively chronicled), there
is the sheer mathematical improbability of baseball. It is a
game which requires a player to
hit a round ball with a round bat,
and bit it squarely. What other
team sport oners such a sublime
conundrum? What other sport
takes a Mississippi farm boy or
a Mexican peasant and transforms him into a geometrician?
Summer is over, and the night
air takes on an ominous dull:
soon we will be cursing the snow
and hacking the ice off our windshields. The behemoths have
already crawled into their shoulder-pads, and Leviathan stalks
the fifty-yard line. Some of us
will simply smile, and doze off
on Sunday afternoons, dreaming
of spring trainingand the green
vistas of Chavez Ravine.
Melden, a tree-lance writer
from Chattanooga Tenn., is a
columnist for the News.

Watch the players take the
field. They do not cluster tightly
together in the center of a
wooden court, or face off shoulder-to-shoulder in two angry,
constipated lines, like soldiers
climbing out of the trenches;
rather, they spread out over a
vast expanse of emerald space,
each player occupying his own
territory. Once there, he wanders at will, striding or strutting
around his little estate with all
the self-assurance of a feudal
lord. He is at liberty to chat with ■
the fans or visit with his neighbors; if he occupies the infield,
he can exchange pleasantries
with an umpire or even bandy
words with an opposing batter or
base-runner. When the ball is
actually in play, he may even
Join one of bis fellow lords in his

Letters
Aid bill welcome
Senate Bill 215 is a good one.
Ohio senator Charles Butts
has introduced a long awaited
plan to help middle income families meet their financial needs
with regard to higher education.
This bill, known as the Guaranteed Student Aid bill, is currently fighting its way through
the Ohio General Assembly.
Passage is questionable without
support from students and the
University community around
the state. The Ohio Student Association is organizing petition
drives on all state funded university campuses. Bowling
Green is responsible for 3,000
signatures.
Normally, at any other state
institution, 1 would be optimistic
from the start as to the success
of such an endeavor. But what
about our student support? Considering the student body aa a
whole at this University rarely
involves itself with anything of
importance (meaning non-alcohol related), I'm skeptical.
The list for all those non-believers is quite long and tedious.
A good example is University
ana local election turn-outs. Students could and should be a
powerful voting block and motivator with regard to campus and
state wide concerns addressing
higher education. Compared to
Ohio State, we are negligent in
the arena of participation. I'm
willing to compare information
with anyone who differs.
So, next time you see that
petition in the hands of someone
who cares, show some support
and sign it.
Cole Griffin
312 Bromfield

Harassed for nothing
I enjoy reading the BG News,
so I can keep up with what's
happening on campus. I usually
enjoy reading the letters, until
now when I am forced to write
one of the many on police harassment.
I've read all the articles on
police harassment, but they
seemed like ordinary bits of

information about campus life. I
did not experience harassment
until I became a "troublemaker" by being in the wrong
place at the wrong time.
I left Kohl Hall about 7:10 p.m.
Oct. 9 and went to the library to
study. I was just about to step
onto the campus police station
driveway when I heard motorcycles screeching behind me. I
turned around to see what was
going on and a police car pulled
i front of me. The police officer
quickly told me, "I saw you
Jump off that motorcycle!" I
told him I did not Jump off of
one, nor do I own one. He asked
to see my keys and my driver's
license. I showed him my keys
and said I didn't have my license
on me.
After he saw that I didn't own
a key to a motorcycle, he asked
if I had any more keys. I didn't
so he said, "Stop playing
games! "I didn't argue and tried
to explain that I was going to
study. He said, "I wish you kids
would do as you're told!'' At this
point I was angry, but didn't say
anything about it. I did note a
touch of sarcasm in his last
comment. "Oh. I believe you." I
didn't actually hear it, but something along those lines were
said. Now as I write this letter, I
realize that even compliance
does not protect one from harassment.
In future situations, I suggest
that all policemen should be able
to distinguish between compliance and arrogance. If they
don't, then students will always
tend toward arrogance. If the
students are eventually destined
to be harassed, the question is:
Why should they comply?

Now, I must return to my
studies which were rudely interrupted.
DrewSpevak
227 Kohl Hall

Make campus safe
At the bottom of the front page
of Tuesday's paper was a story
about a violent attack on our
campus; this story was placed
below stories about a possible
strike, the gubernatorial race,
and faculty salaries, and below
a photograph of a rugby game.
"What's wrong with this picture?" A fellow student was
robbed at knifepoint last Thursday. Why wasn't this story in
The BG News until Tuesday?
Why wasn't it given a prominent
position on the front page? Why
wasn't it addressed In the editor's column on Tuesday? Does
the staff of the News believe that
the student body has priorities
that match the placement of
stories on Tuesday's front page?
I certainly hope that students
have more concern for this
event than the school paper
does.
Bowling Green's campus is by
far one of the most poorlylighted campuses I have ever
seen. Its lack of lighting, particularly in open, well-trafficked
areas is outrageous. Much more
care is taken In planting chrysanthemums around campus
than in Insuring the safety of its
students, faculty, staff and visitors.
I am one of many who has
classes scheduled during the
evenings; in fact, I walked by
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I want to know that the University police care about my
personal safety as much as I do.
I want more lighting throughout
the campus and more police
patrolling all areas more frequently. It's time the student
government took this serious
concern to the appropriate authorities. No one likes to live in
fear of violent attack.
Sally Kratne
122% Troop St
Editor's Note: The Information
about the knife robbery did not
appear on the police blotter until
Friday. The News is published
Tuesday through Friday. Therefore, Tuesday was the first day
In which the story could be
printed.

Respond
The BG News editorial
page is your campus forum.
Letters and guest columns
should be type written, double-spaced and signed. Your
address and phone number
must be included.
The News reserves the
right to reject submissions
that are in bad taste, malicious or libelous.
All submissions are subject
to condensation.
Please address submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
211 West HaD

by Berke Breathed
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the scene of the crime only minutes before it occurred. It could
have been me! ... or you.
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Flexibility, personal education
among benefits of odd majors
Students: bigger majors not always better
by Valerie Ciptak
staff reporter

Then may be safety in numbers, but being one of a few can
have its advantages.
Students in less populated majors may have more flexibility
in their curriculum, a more personalized education and a better
chance for a Job after graduation, according to some students
in small majors.
Jeff Hildreth, one of less than
10 environmental health majors
in the University, chose his area
of study because it is more
broad than other related majors, and because the pay will be
better, he said.
Hie size of his classes (usually
less than IS students each) is
conducive to learning, Hildreth
added.
"The instructor is able to take
his time and make sure that
everyone knows what's going
on/' be said.
Tbe number of students in the
major is small because many of
the class requirements could
only be completed at the Firelands campus, according to Robert Harr, acting director of
miulrrmrrnHitjil hsuJUl

ALSO, HE said, the number of
PreVieW Continued from
not only provide tours of the
campus and information about
the University to commonly
asked questions by students and
their families, but also relate
their personal experiences

interested students is small.
Moat students who are interested in the environment study
under environmental science because all of its courses are offered here, be said.
The demand for graduates in
environmental health is greater
than the supply, according to
Harr. There is a wide range of
related fields, from public and
industrial health to environmentalprotection, he said.
The department is now in
transition, trying to move some
of the Firelands courses to Bowling Green so that the full curriculum can be taken here.
Hildreth said he did not enter
college with a preconceived major, but that he learned of the
major when a guest speaker
talked in his environmental science class.
Audrey Wilson, one of the University's two women's studies
majors, came to college knowing only that she wanted a liberal arts background.
She became interested in
women's rights after taking the
women's studies introductory
course.
"I had no idea exactly what I
was getting into," said Wilson,
who hopes to apply her major in
page 1.
about being a University student, she said.
"The more personal the experiences, the more they (visitors)
get out of it," Baker said.

law school.
WOMEN'S STUDIES majors
approach liberal arts from a
"radically different perspective," according to director
Marilyn Friedman. The required social sciences, literature and philosophy courses
focus on feminism and life
through a woman's perspective,
she said.
History is an example that
traditionally focuses on politics
and warfare, which usually
don't involve women. A history
course under the women's studies major would revolve around
sociological and family history,
Friedman said.
Job openings are good for the
women's studies graduate, with
opportunities in social services,
counseling and positions dealing
with public policy that relates to
women, Friedman said.
Mortuary science is one field
with a steady demand for graduates, according to Lee Meserve, biology professor and
adviser to the 13 pre-mortuary
majors on campus.
"It's a strange area, you have
to admit," Meserve said. Most
pre-mortuary students have or
did have family in
the business, be added.

Different academic departments and schools will also conduct tours in the morning.
The tours and events are open
to the general public, Baker
said.

BG News/Joe Phelan

Post-game wrap up

Swim team members, Sue Cleveland, sophomore physclal education major, and Amiee Conroy, junior
biology major, sweep peanut shells and other garbage down the steps ol Doyt L. Perry Stadium.
Both sides of the stadium, the end zones and surrounding field are cleaned by 50-55 of the 60
members of the mens' and womens' swim teams, according to Richard Draper, head swim coach.

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE!!
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BG gains state recognition for recycling program
by Phillip B. WUaon
staff reporter

The city of Bowling Green
recently received state recognition for its work in recycling.
According to the chairman of
the city's Jaycee Recycling Center, more improvements can be
expected to the successful program.
Jaycee Management Committee Chairman Ken Rieman said
a probable Single Projects
Grant from the Ohio Department of Natural Resources and

Office of Utter Control would
benefit the center next year.
He said the organisation has
been operating Independently,
with one exception, since its
origination seven years ago. The
only exception was a $15,000
state grant in 1982 which was
used to establish the current
permanent site.
That site is located at 515 E.
Poe Road, behind the City Services Center and adjacent to the
Wood County Airport. It pays 15
cents a pound for aluminum

cans and accepts any donations
of scrap aluminum, newspaper,
glass and used oil.
"Our objective is not to run
the recycling center," Rieman
said. "It's to save natural resources and reduce litter."

outside.
The awards were Governor's
Awards for litter Prevention to
Rieman and treasurer Gerald
Adler. Committee member Gail
Pearson was also commended
as Outstanding Practioner.

HE SAID the center is open
every other Saturday, regardless of rain or snow, from 9 a.m.
to 2 p.m.
If received, Rieman said, the
grant will be used to construct a
building to bouse the recycling
equipment, now covered and left

"This gives real recognition to
a program that has existed for
seven years," Rieman said.
"It's important to note that
here's a center that has operated independently and is one of
the best*
For its weekly contributors,

the center will hold a $100 drawing on Oct. 26 with Lefty the
Utter Critter picking the winner, Rieman said. Entry blanks
can be acquired on the Saturdays the center is open, he said.
"The purpose of the contest is
to get people in the area interested in recycling," Rieman
said. "We can use this as a
means to find out where or what
Crt of the community we have
hit more."
THE JAYCEES committee
chairman believes the city can

improve in its fight to cut down
litter and save on natural resources.
"Our immediate goal is to
better the environment," he
said. "I think we're providing a
service to the community and if
you don't become a part of the
community and make it better,
you're really not doing yourself
or anybody else any good."
Rieman urges anyone interested in the recycling center to
call the Recycling Hot Line at
352^446.

Concern Continued from page 1.

Humans to 'interface' with computers
by Tim Wancrman
reporter

Johnny boards the train to go
to school while hisi parent
I
nts wave
oodbye. Soon Johnny comes
(on that same train a failure
because be didn't have computer skills.
This is a television commercial that advertises a student's
need for a computer. Ronald
Lancaster, associate professor
of computer science, said computers nave a role to play in
educating children but not to the
extent that a child will be a
failure if he doesn't have computer skills.
Kaylene Smith little of the
Computer Resource Center
thinks some teachers are fum-

bling around with their computers In the classroom. To help
teachers better understand computers, the center is sponsoring
a computer software conference
today with demonstrations on
different types of software.
Uttle believes the conference
will help teachers, parents and
school administrators get acquainted with computers in education and what the computer
can do.
"I THINK that drill and practice programs are the most beneficial, said Lancaster. "The
student may find math problems, for example, more exciting if the student can solve them
on the computer."
Diane Mershman, fifth grade

teacher at Ridge elementary
school, uses computers in her
classroom.
"It gives the students a feel
for what the computer is and
helps them to realize that it is
something different than the video games at the arcade," said
Mershman "It also gives them
a sense of control over the computer and makes it less intimidating."
Mershman uses programs
that involve thinking skills for
the students because she finds
these beneficial. Her students
also learn some programming
skills in their weekly assignments.
The students seem to enjoy the
computers and they help each
other out on assignments,

^f
GIL and CAFE
Our enticing all new luncheon menu
♦ daily specials for $1.99 ♦
UiiK'h is scrred (iodtijrom Ham n> .i/im

353-8735

SOME TEACHERS stress programming in their classroom,
which is unneccesary because
the software packages are ready
to use with no programming
involved, Lancaster said.
"When we teach a child bow to
tell time, we don't teach him
bow the clock works and it's the
same way with computers and
programming," he said.

Minority Preview Day
Sat., October 19, 1985
9:30 till 2:30
Town Room, University Union

he said. Officers are then able to
follow up by searching the area
before the suspect has had a
chance to flee and locating any
evidence, he said.
ARRESTS MADE by police in
July and August involving incidents of sexual soliciting in University restrooms have
generated negative publicity for
the department, he said.
Gerkens is not sure if the
publicity has hurt the integrity
of the department. He said that
throughout the University restroom investigation his department did not release the names
of those charged to the media.
All suspects' names were obtained from court records.
Gerkens said be believes students may be afraid of identifying themselves for fear their
names will be released to the
media. The complaint form used
by the department allows the
complainant to request confidentiality, he said.

JAny mil 10" ptSN
or lirgi sub
^—^Q»« cowso- mi m

PlzKr0PIM4,jn
1U-MM
VOTED BEST PIZZA IN B.C.

All students welcome

FOR LUNCH

107 State street at E Ufooster
Bcwling Green Ohio 43402

according to Mershman. The
is used more as a
nt and it isn't some! that is forced.
i availability of good programs in education is a problem," Lancaster said.
"Programs like hangman, a
word game, often have spelling
that is wrong. Many of the programs are more for entertainment than education."

"In the past, even if they
didn't like us, at leastthey would
come in and make a report and
these are not on crimes as tragic
as armed robbery or assault,"
be said.
The two other cases Gerkens
referred to were the Sept 23
incident of sexual battery and
the Sept 27 rape of a coed near
the Home Economics Building.
The woman who was attacked
Sept 23 waited 2tt hours before
reporting the crime. She refused
to identify herself and refused to
file a complaint On Sept 27.
once again the victim waited
nearly an hour to report the
incident and refused to file a
complaint
The police have no leads in
either case.
Gerkens said he would like to
know why these victims have
refused to make contact with the
police. "The situation is not
helping either side," he said.
The best action to take after
becoming a victim to a crime is
to call the police immediately.
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BECOME A A LETTER MAN.

make this Sweetest
Day special with a gift of
Krementz 14Kt. gold
overlay jewelry. Choose
from our selection of NEW
fashion trench wire earrings
in assorted shapes,
textures, and styles!

A free gift with any purchase
of Krementz Jewelry!

EVVELHY>TOM:
Mon.-Tues.-W»d.-Frl. 10-5:30
Thurs. 10-8
Sat. 10-5

Phone
353-6691

THIS IS IT!

Why are a lot ofcoUege men and women
becoming buddies in Army ROTC'
Probably because Army ROTC is full of
the kind of people other people go out of their
way to meet.
ROTC students tend to be high achievers
who are interested in more than their studies.
They're popular students with a serious side,
but who like to have a good time. too.

In other words, when people join Army
ROTC they often meet people a lot like themselves.
for more information, contact your Professor
of Military Science

ARMY ROTC
BEALLYOUCANBL

MILITARY SCIENCE 101
Contact Copt. Dave Wolf at the Dept. of Military Science 3728880

MAC SHOWDOWN!
BG (6-0) vs. Central Michigan (5-0)
Saturday
1:30
BE THE 12TH AAAN IN BGSU's TITLE DRIVE
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Company plays matchmaker
by Kevin Hammer
reporter

With the help of a Marvsville,
Ohio, firm railed Data Match,
many University students ore
playing the dating game.
Richard Capper one of the
owners of Data Match, said University students responded well
to newspaper advertisements
and Overs urging them to "Find
a BG Date."
For $3, Data Match offered to
supply students with a print-out
of the names of the 10 most
compatible men or women to
them on campus, based on answers to 34 multiple-choice questions. Students received results
within a week of the Sept. 28
deadline.
Capper said the Data Match
advertisements also appeared in
Miami University and Ohio University newspapers. Data Match
reaches campuses in Indiana,
West Virginia, Pennsylvania
and Ohio.

"Bowline Green's response
was one of the better ones for
us," be said, although he declined to give specific figures.
MORE WOMEN from the University responded than men,
Capper said, adding that the
ratio is usually about even, with
slightly more men returning the
forms.
"It surprised us," he said.
Although Capper said be originally expected to hear mainly
from freshmen, a large number
of seniors and graduate students
are using Data Match's services.
After Data Match receives the
forms, the information is typed
into a computer. The computer
prints a list of 10 names with a
compatibility rating, class and a
phone number (if provided),
Capper said.
''One man asked to be specifically matched with a certain
woman," Capper said. Such requests are not honored, he said.

One female University student
who aent in the Data Match
form, who declined to be identified, said she has enjoyed meeting new people through the
service.
"It's been fun," she said.
"One guy called and said he
would meet me, but I guess he
chickened out. But I'm supposed
to meet another guy tonight.
"My roommate and I did this
for the heck of it," she added.
"She's called about everyone on
her list"
ANOTHER UNIVERSITY
student said she mailed the form
mainly out of curiosity.
'Tve Just talked to a few people so far. I haven't met anyone
yet" she said.
She said her roommate also
used the service, and their printouts contained several of the
same names.
Capper said the idea originated as a fund-raising project
for high school organizations.

expires 10-23-85

Hours
THE HAIR REPAIR
it closed on Mondays
T, W, TH, - 9:30 - 6:30
Frl. - 9:30 - 7:00
Sat. - 9:30 - 4:00

Call now at 352-1195

•Two Bedroom Unfurnished
$265 plus gas and electric
Landlord pays water and sewage

THE HAIR REPAIR

All residents have the privilege of
using The Cherrywood Health Spa
located at fl* and High St.
Hours: Mon.-Fr', 9-4:30
214 Napoleon Rd.

"Where quality comes first"
located In the Stadium View Shopping Center

Lola

Leah

People who would like more
than a list of 10 names may call
on a professional dating service
such as Matchmaker in Toledo.
Carol Clark, owner of Matchmaker, said few undergraduate
students are members of her
service, although she does have
several graduate students as
clients.
When college students come to
her for assistance, Clark usually
finds that their social skills are
not well developed. If a person
does not have good social skills,
she urges them to work on that,
but she will not accept him or
her as a client.
Sixty percent of Matchmaker
members find a serious
relationship, Clark said, and 20
percent marry another Matchmaker member.

AAeadowview Courts
Apartment

Reg. $10

Haircut

When high school students went
on to college, some used the
Data Match concept in their
dorms, and Capper found a new
market for the service.

352-2566

Suzie

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES!
•SCHOOL SUPPLIES
'

-BEER & WINE
•HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS
. 'RECORDS ond CASSETTES

■£>n\

902 E.W00STER Next to T.O.'s -PHONE 352-3951
SERVING COLLEGE STUDENTS FOR 25 YEARS
OWN MON THRU THURS. 9 to 1

FRI. & SAT 9 10

SUNDAY 10 to 6

ALBUM OF THE WEEK:n<\*

EDDIE MURPHY

$4.

HOW COULD IT BE
l

LIMIT

10 24 8S

IXPIKIS

STATE COUPON

The Card Shop
(Next Door)

Buy one card,
get the second free
IIMIT 2 ~ IX PI MS 10-24-43

\n COUPON

$4.

INGRAHAM

ELECTRIC ALARM CLOCK

i

IIMII

EXPIRES

io 2a &•>

STATE COUPON

BAUSCH & LOMB s ox.
I SALINE SOLUTION

CO 4^

IIMIT 1 - UPMtt 10-1443 I
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ADVIL

$2.

24 CT. TABS

LIMIT 1

EXPIRES 10 74 SS

STATI COUPON

bi rthday
sale

MEN'S SPORTSHIRTS
Reg. 17.00-18.00 12.99-13.99
Woven poly/cotton and cotton flannel in
, assorted plaids. Sizes S-M-L-XL.
MEN'S FASHION SWEATERS
Reg. 26.00-28.00 19.99-21.99
Wool blends in assorted stripes and
patterns. Men's sizes S-M-l-XL
HAGGAR. WOOL SPORTCOATS
Reg. 95.00 73.99
Fall colors and patterns. Sizes 38-46.
CORDUROY SPORTCOATS and SLACKS
Slacks, Reg. 30.00 23.99
Sportcoats, Reg. 85.00 67.99
From Hoggar. Grey, navy, and camel.
MEN'S SPLIT SUEDE GLOVES
Reg. 12.00 8.99
Pile lined. Tan or brown. Sizes M-L-XL.
MEN'S FLANNEL PAJAMAS
Reg. 16.00 11.99
Cotton flannel in assorted colors. Long
legs and sleeves. S-M-L-XL.

EVIDENCE 50 SHEET
ILEGAL PAD
•% * "%

7Qt|
#

^

LIMIT 2 - IXPIPIS 10 24-45 |

I IT Art COUPON!

COSMETIC PUFFS
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2 for
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IDRIXORAL
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10 CT.
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HALSA

$1.

• shampoo
• conditioner
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STATI COUPON

IVALUPAKIOCT
TRASH BAGS

99*
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AQUA NET
HAIR SPRAY
• super unsc.
• super hold

• unsccntod • regular
• super
t
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STATI COUPON

TDK 2

PK

$3.

SA90

CREWNECK and V-NECK
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ACRYLIC SWEATERS

DIAL SOAP

12.99

Reg. 18.00
B.J. Borneff acrylic sweaters in ivory, red,
blue, green, navy, camel, and burgundy.
Men's sizes S-M-l-Xl

4 PK

3.5 oz. bars

4

for

$1.29

■ rail 2 4|>k»

IXPIRIS 10 24 SS

STATI COUPON

LEVI'S CORDUROYS
Reg. 23.00

BIC 5 PK SHAVER
LADIES OR REG.

I 9»99

Poly/cotlon 14 wale corduroy in black,
rose, navy, brown, ton, and charcoal.
5 pocket styling. Men's sizes 28-36.

OUTERWEAR SALE

#25% Off

Choose from many famous makers. All
coots and jackets ore now on sole. Mony
sty'** and colors. Sizes S-M-l-XL
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1
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• DIET COKE • SPRITE
• CHERRY COKE

•
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Office aids in career planning;
prepares students for work force
In their career choice. Many students do
not have any idea what their job may be
like in the real world, Tussing said.

by M allnd* Null
reporter

As graduation approaches, panic may
begin to race through the minds of many
students as they realize they are unprepared to become a genuine professional.
Hie University Placement Service is
designed to help the student prepare to
enter the professional work force. It tries
to help the student search for a job, make
the transition from college to the world of
work and offers tips on keeping the job
once a person has it.

However. Kroll said one of the major
problems that University students have is
they "have not completed a full analysis of
opportunities available to them."
Joan Tussing, assistant director of the
Placement Service, said many students do
not spend enough time researching their
major or the vast opportunities available

ing, Kroll said. She emphasized that
students should get Involved as early as
possible.
Enthusiasm, initiative, common sense,
leadership and related work experience
are other factors considered by employ-

SHE SAID students need to explore their
lnterests and match them with a suitable
career. Tussing said that a person should
ask, "Who am I and what is the world of

by Lofl S. Everiy
reporter

Students helping students
seems to be the driving force
behind the success of the
Union Ride Board.
"It's a self-help thing." said
Bill Missig, University Activities Organisation travel director, explaining that
although UAO provides upkeep and supplies for the
board, UAO is not responsible
for arranging the rides.
"It Is up to the students to
do it for themselves," he said.
The board, located to the
left of the information booth
in the University Union, is a
method for students to offer
or request rides from the University to various locations
around the state and the country.
The board consists of two
maps, one of the state of Ohio
and one of the United States.
Each of these maps is then
divided into cones. The U.S.
map is divided into eight major zones, Ohio being part of
zone one. The other zones
divide the country into southera, western and central divisions. The Ohio map Is not
divided into zones, but 21 cities are marked off in an alphabetical listing.

THE PLACEMENT Service consists of
several individual programs such as individual counseling, credential services and
an Employment Library, which listed a
totaloT 50,000 job openings during last
year, Kroll said. There is also a workshop
series focusing on resume writing, job
hunting and interviewing techniques.

The Pre-Major Advising Division helps
answer this question for about 800 students
who seek advice on how to decide on a
career. Joan Morgan, director of the division, said the division helps students
choose classes from the general education
core, giving them a chance to be introduced to different areas of interest

Accordingto JoAnn Kroll, director of the
University Placement Service, there were
6,346 interviews conducted on campus last
year. There were also 17,500 job referrals
made through the department for Bowling
Green students.

Union Ride Board helps
students help others

"The Placement Service is not an employment agency, but they will do everything in their power to help them," Kroll

Once a major is decided upon, many
students become concerned with achieving
a high grade point average. However the
G.P.A. is only one factor employers consider.

The Placement Service also sponsors a
series of seminars focusing on the transition from college to the work atmosphere. A series of career days exploring
job placement opportunities, will begin
Mov. 7 and is open to all.
"Getting a job is not hard, getting a
meaningful career is the challenge," she
said.

"G.P.A. ranks 13th with the employers
that rank it,"she said. "The employers
look at the whole person not just the degree
ortheG.P.A."

i

Employers often consider student involvement a major factor when interview-

Drive Safely

Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Fall Sweaters
Asst. selected styles

K"MAKE YOUR BREAK

30% off

Take TIME OUT for WBGU-TV's
weekly sports magazine.
Enjoy football highlights, interviews and
profiles of BGSU's fop-ranked
athletes and coaches.

Corduroy Coordinates
Skirts, pants, jackets

Rain Slickers
Reg. & Ponchos

1/2 price

25-40% off

Danskin Tights
over 100 pairs
Disc colors

Fleece Lined Tops
Asst colors

40% off

Thursdays 5:30 p.m.

TO DEHTLEY'S!

40% off

(Rebroadcast at 11:00 p.m.)

ttotolaa

Unadvertised Specials

WBGU-TV 57/27

DLPoUrPuff

You deserve a break and
Bentley's in the Holiday
Inn, has just the right
deals for you. Monday through
Saturday enjoy special drinks at special
prices! And, don't forget the Bentley's
Happy Hour, every night from 4-9 pm
featuring our famous Sip 'n Dip! Make
your break a "Bentley's break!"

■entlcy's in the Holiday Inn-towlinj Green

525 RJr St.

TV Worth Watchingi

A STUDENT picks up a
ride card, circles whether he
or she wants a ride or is
offering one, fills in the exact
Ration desired, the zone in
which the location falls, the
date he or she wishes to go on
(departure time and return
time), then simply signs the
card and leaves an address
and phone number. The completed card is then put into
the slot of the zone In question.
According to Laurie Hites,
a senior history-sociology
major who said she has used
die board many times, the
average wait for a response is
about two days.
Jane Maschari, Junior elementary education major,
said that the first time she
used the board she was able
to arrange a ride two weeks in
advance without any problems.
One of the advantages of
the board is that it can save
students gas costs.
The board is usually
cheaper than other modes of
transportation. The Greyhound rate to Cleveland, one
way, for example, is $22.
Other rates Greyhound has,
for comparison on one-way
trips, include Detroit. $15;
Columbus, $19 and Cincinnati, $29.

, 1550 E. Woost.r St. • Bowling Gr««n. OH 43402 • 352-5211

Sweetest Day Oct. 19th
Planters, Terrariums, silk Arrangements,
Balloons
Cash £ Carry

WALK IN WITH $750 AND
WALK OUT WITH THE STORE

Now, choose the eye color
that's |ust right for you.

Were kidding about the store, of
course, but you'll get a lot of extra
goodies free when you buy $7.50
worth of Merle Norman cosmetics.
We call them "Everyday Favorites"
—a collection of our four most popular products.
This very special offer for products youll use every day comes along
once in a blue moon. So snip out the
coupon and hurry to Merle Norman
today.

Wh«n you wont to change your noturol •/• color, liven up
your oyot with NaturalTint soft contact Ion***. Available
In crystal blu.. aqua, jod* and .obi., they'll help you look
your best while improving your vision. Of course, the only
way to find out how good you'll look is to try on a pair
of NaturalTint lenses for yourself. Call us today for an
appointment.

Contact Specials
B «L Natural Tint Contacts
B 8 L Extended Wear Contacts
PermaFlex Extended-Wear Contacts ..
Hydron Daily Wear Soft Lenses

—

Sweetheart

'59.00
'39.88

By— Examined by Dr. 5. Shift

Burlington Optical Inc.
1 *U I. Weemr, Stedhsx Hn, lewisa Green IS1-UIS
INC S. Reynolds M.. Toledo M3-M20
SIM Sytvenle Ave.. Toledo 471-1111

ft)

Mixed

Bouquets

Bring in this coupon to get your FREE
Everyday Favorites Gift (Moisture Emulsion,
Beige Luxiva Liquid Creme Foundation, Cafe
Rose Sheer Blusher, Satin Cinnamon Lipstick,
Blending Sponge) with a purchase of $7.50.
This offer is good through October 31,1985,
while supplies last One to a customer.

$3.50
pack

FTD orders early for best results
»»•»■—■»*—«■■*»■

™^_npRmfin
129 S. Main
Mini Mall
352-7060

$16. 00
$8. 00
dozen

$
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dozen
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Profess/ono/ F—s 8 Sterilization Extra

.

Roses

Long Stem

Ask us about NaturalTint "soft
contact lenses by Bausch&Lomb.

$2. 50
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47*
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Commission works to protect rights
by Linda Hoy

reporter
For victims of sexism, racism, religious intolerance and
discrimination, help is only a
phone call away.
The Human Relations Commission (HRC) works to help
resolve problems of this nature. Formed five to six years
ago, the commission developed as a result of some racial conflict on campus, said
chairman Thomas Klein, professor of English.
According to Klein, the
commission monitors the
campus in two ways.
"We try to anticipate problems and create programs on
campus that will educate people In order to prevent the
occurrences of prejudice and
discrimination, and we have
various ways in which people
can relate problems to a subcommittee," be said.
Problems can be related to
the Human Rights Committee, a subcommittee chaired
by James Corbitt, associate

semester by the HRC Program Committee, co-chaired
by Ernest Champion, associate professor of ethnic studies, and Patricia King,
assistant professor of eduction. Klein said.
This committee aids organisations in finding speakers,
developing workshop ideas
and locating articles and
pamphlets on human rela-

vice president for operations.
In the case of those problems
requiring a formal hearing,
witnesses may be called.
ANOTHER WAY to handle
a problem would be an informal meeting between the people bavins a conflict. Klein
stressed that problems are
handled to meet toe needs of
the individual.
"Usually we're able to resolve problems on an informal basis," he said.
According to former chairman Marshall Rose, there
were five cases which
reached the Human Rights
Committee last year. The
cases, which were race- and
sex-related, were resolved
before reaching the point of a
formal hearing.

ACCORDING TO Klein, the
Program Committee and the
Campus Ministry, which
usually sponsor a Values and
Ethics Week featuring various workshops and speakers on a single topic, may do
so again this year.
Chaired by Charlotte
Starnes, coordinator of the
crime prevention program
for public safety, HRC's Public Relations and Publications
Committee handles publicity
for the group and its programs.

"(It took) one meeting or
even a phone call and generally things were on the right
track," said Rose.
A program on the government policies in South Africa
has been planned for spring

The commission includes 17
faculty and staff members

and representatives of Undergraduate Student Government, Graduate Student
Senate, Latino Student Union,
and Black Student Union.
Latino Student Union representative Maico Romero,
sophomore undecided major,
said his goals and expectations are to "be able to participate and get to know other
people on the board, work
with other people and have a
good relationship with them."
"I thought it (working with
HRC) would be a good experience for me," Romero said.
Students wishing to report
an alleged human rights violation and groups wishing to
find a speaker or plan a
workshop can reach the Human Relations Commission
at 372-2140. All calls are confidential.
The next
Human Relations
sion will be Oct. 21 in the
Faculty Lounge in the Union
from 3-5 p.m. The meeting is
open to all.

RhodCS Continued from page 1.
vise the programs). We know panding the state university and
what we're doing."
technical school system has
He quickly discounted the posmade a facility of higher learnsibility of being a one-term goving available to Ohioans within
ernor despite bis age by
SO miles of any point in the state.
continuing bis charges against
But Rhodes isn't relying on the
MeatesfaeflectrveSess.^^
past entirely. He said working
"I've never been a lame duck
on reducing drop-outs in the
governor." be said. "Celeste Is a
state and upgrading the technilame duck governor."
cal schools is also important.
Rhodes said his own record
Rhodes said he was confident
proves bis experience. He cited
of winning the election despite
the expansion of the state unithe competition for the office.
versity system through taking
"I will win the primary and
over several private colleges,
the general election. It's that
such as Akron University, and
simple," he said.
new construction, including the
Rhodes will officially anUniversity. His program at exnounce bis candidacy on Nov. 9.

Celeste Continued from PV»L
as a 1988 candidate for governor,
as saving that politics are established practice in the department.
"There's no question that, in
the words of Warren Smith and
Paul Pfeifer, that the Transportation Department has been a
very political department and
will continue to be a very political department," Celeste said.
"It's clear that we've hired both
Republicans and Democrats in
mis administration, in this department. We hire competent

Howard's club H

NEW COURSE FOR THE SPRING SEMESTER
CHECKOUT
OUR MANY
NEW
RELEASES

Barney s
Video

We Carry
Both Beta
andVHS
Tapes
i

Every 10th Movie Free!

• ••••

With rental of * -Pi?
TWO MOVIES I

RENTAL RATES
Same Day

99'

(Mutt b« in b«for« 5 p.m.)

Overnight
M.99
Video Recorders .. *5.99

•"SPECIALS***
Sun. overnight
99'
Tues. overnight . . 2 for 1
Thurs. toMon. . . . $3.49
Sot. toMon
$2.98

Membership R*qulr*d • $10 For One Year Membership
V0*3 N. Mate St., I.G. 154 1401. ■,..,,.
Mon SOI 10 9 Sun II 5

people."
CELESTE WAS in Cincinnati
to address a conference designed to encourage industry to
invest in advanced manufacturing technology. He told business
leaders at the conference that
the Thomas Edison Program, a
Celeste-backed program to encourage research in advanced
manufacturing technology, will
have channeled $180 million in
matched public and private
funding into such research by
1986.

' BA 491 Introduction to Hospitality Mjnagement '
9:30-11:00 TR section 4018

••••••••••••••••

This Is the first course In the new
Hospitality Management specialization

* VOTED BEST BAR IN B.G. •

The course will cover:
* management of service operations
* restaurant/food service operations
* hotel operations
* key industry ratios
* performance analysis

Relik

Prerequisites: ACCT 221 and junior standing,
or consent of the instructor
For more Information, contact the College of
Business Administration Office of the Dean
(371 BA)
Restaurant and Institutional Food Service
Management Students Welcome

Thursday, Friday, Saturday
October 17, 18, 19
210 N. MAIN

NO COVER

''■"lit

THE
UNIVERSITY
ACTIVITIES
ORGANIZATION

o

3

proudly present

Cheap Tkidkl

and

JOHN

Thursday, October 24
Doors open at 6:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
Anderson Arena

W

General public —$12.50
BGSU students —$10.00
All seats reserved

Tickets go on sale for BGSU students only beginning Thursday, October 10, and
continuing through October 24 in the University Union Ticket booth from 8:00
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Two (2) tickets may be purchased for each student presenting
a valid BGSU I.D. General public tickets can be purchased beginning Saturday,
October 12 in Bowling Green at Finder's and in Toledo at Abbey Roads, Boogie,
Other Boogie and Headsheds.
I Mo Comoro*, recording devices, food, beverage* or smoking will be allowed In Anderson Arena

Elsewhere
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Autoworkers strike against News Briefs
Census Bureau lauds Americans as 'most educated'
Chrysler as contract expires
HIGHLAND PARK, Mich.
(AP) - Some 80,000 autoworkers
in the United States and Canada
went on strike against Chrysler
Corp. early yesterday, minutes
after their contract expired at
midnight.
"It la unfortunate that we
have to strike Chrysler Corp.,"
United Auto Workers president
Owen Bieber said here at 12:10
a.m. EDT. "The union stands
ready to reopen negotiations."
At 32 Chrysler Corp. plants in
the United States, 70,000 workers represented by the UAW
walked out. Ten thousand workers represented by the United
Auto workers of Canada went on
strike at five plants owned by
Chrysler Canada Ltd.
Negotiators for the company
and the UAW had talked all day
at Chrysler headquarters here
without sending out word on the
status of negotiations.
Chrysler Canada and union
negotiators in Toronto had reported progress in daylong
talks, ana said late Tuesday that
three major economic issues
remained outstanding.
Workers for at least three U.S.
plants had walked off the jobs
before negotiations broke off.
CHRYSLER WORKERS, who

agreed to an estimated $1 billion
in concessions to keep the company alive, want economic parity with GM and Ford workers
now that Chrysler is in robust
health.
The Chrysler workers make
an average $13.23 an hour, only 6
cents behind the GM and Ford
wage. However, GM and Ford
workers get profit-sharing, and
annual lump sum payments of
2.25 percent of their wages.
Their overtime rates, pensions
and other benefits are also
Tir than those at Chrysler.
Canada, money is the major issue. White wants his 10,000
members to get their pay increases in up-front wages instead of through the non-wage
programs bargained by the U.S.
union.
The three early VS. walkouts
included one in Detroit, where
night shift workers at the Jefferson Avenue assembly plant left
en masse for lunch and didn't
come back, said UAW Local 7
officer Lenita Gaines. They carried no picket signs, and many
"just went home, Gaines said.
Workers at two other Ohio
Chrysler plants, in Sandusky
and Davton, are not covered
under the UAW national con-

tract.
BILL BON, president of UAW
Local 122 at Twinsburg, said
yesterday he was mairfaininn
the union's stance of "official
optimism" that a settlement
could be reached soon, but he
declined to predict when the
strike might end.
"At this point, it's so subject to
surprise, fd hate to guess," he
Bon said be would meet Sunday in Huntsvillle, Ala., with
leaders from other UAW Chrysler locals to discuss the strike
and its issues or consider a tentative contract if one is reached
by then.
Twinsburg workers said they
were concerned about Chrysler's proposal to streamline its
operations by reducing the number of job classifications.
Alfred Emery, 40, a pipe fitter, said he began working for
Chrysler five years ago after
being laid off from previous jobs
in Akron. He said he is worried
about the job classifications proposal.
"It's not like any of the other
times when everybody's really
gung bo and militant/' Schmitz
said. "I don't know anybody who
really wants this strike."

WASHINGTON (AP) - Giant strides in
schooling since 1940 "have made the American
people the most educated in the world," but the
quality of U.S. schools sagged in the 1970a, a
Census Bureau study concluded yesterday.
The special demographic study by two Census
analysts also found evidence that the "return"
on a college education - the edge in earnings
that college graduates have over high school
graduates - Is growing again after shrinking in

"Less than 45 years ago ... a solid majority
of young adults were either high school dropouts
or had never gone beyond elementary school,"
said the report "Today ... high school dropouts have been reduced to a small minority.1'
In 1940, only 38 percent of those aged 25 to 29
had attained a high school diploma and a mere
six percent had college degrees. Now, the report
said, 88 percent of those surveyed by the Census
Bureau said they have high school diplomas and
22 percent possess college degrees.

Senate report says Joint Chiefs of Staff obsolete
WASHINGTON (AP) - The military Joint
Chiefs of Staff have become obsolete, unable to
give effective advice, and should be abolished
because thev pose an obstacle to effective joint
operations by the military services, a Senate
staff report said yesterday.
The report, the product of 2H years of work
by the bipartisan staff of the Senate Armed
Services Committee, recommends that the joint
chiefs be replaced with a Joint Military Advisory Council.

It would be composed of five four-star officers, each of whom would be on his last tour of
service, in order to "create a source of truly
independent military advice, uninhibited by
service responsibilities and pressures."
The ranking officers of the Army, Navy,
Marine Corps and Air Force would continue to
head their services but would lose their role as
direct military advisers.
At present, the report said, the chiefs wear
two hats and are not able to do the work load.

Export protection bill criticized during hearing
WASHINGTON (AP) - An export protection
bill sponsored by Rep. Chalmers Wylie, R-Ohio,
came under fire yesterday from a Connecticut
congresswoman, who called it mere "window
dressing" crafted to appear aggressive.
The assessment by Rep. Nancy Johnson, RConn., came during a hearing of the House
Banking trade subcommittee, which was considering several bills designed to protect American jobs by helping U.S. businesses whose
export sales are hurt by subsidized foreign

competition.
Wylie, ranking minority member of the full
House Banking Committee, has introduced one
bill for the Reagan administration.
His measure would establish a $300 million
credit fund for American businesses and - like
the other bills - could be used as a bargaining
chip in efforts to stop other countries from
subsidizing their exports above the level agreed
to by international pacts. The fund would expire
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'An Evening with Windam Hill"
presenting: Michael Hedges, Darol Anger,
Mike Marshall and Liz Story
with special guest guitarist, John Jorganson
Monday, Nov. if, 1985, 8 p.m.
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center
Reserved Seating Only
•5, '7 for students with valid I.D.
•7, '9 for non-students
All tickets go on sale Monday, Oct. 21, 1985,
At Kobacker Hall only

Co-sponsored by: University Activities Organization. Groduate Student
Senate, Student Activities Office. Women for Women, and WBGU-FM

THURSDAY
COLLEGE ID NIGHT:
No Cover with Your College ID

FRIDAY
ROCK NIGHT: The Best
Music and Videos around

SATURDAY
93Q SWEETEST DAY
Flowers to the Ladies
+ $100 to Sweetest Girl
PARTY WITH BUTTONS + 93-Q!
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ordered

Woman testifies in ethics probe

2 Ohioans' appeals unsuccessful
COLUMBUS, (AP) - The
Ohio Supreme Court yesterday ordered two northern
Ohio men to the electric chair
in December following their
unsucceoful appeals to the
U.S. Supreme Court in their
death penalty cases.
The court lifted the stay of
executions it granted to Leonard Jenkins and Donald Lee
Maurer and ordered that
their death sentences be carried out at the Southern Ohio
Correctional Facility on Dec.
16.
Jenkins, 30, of Cleveland,
was the first person to be
convicted under Ohio's death
penalty law, which took effect
on Oct. 19,1981. He was convicted in April 1962 of aggravated murder in the shooting
death of rookie police officer
Anthony Johnson. The shooting occurred during a bank
robbery on Oct. 21,1961.
Jenkins was left a paraplegic by the shootout with the
officer. During his trial, his
court-appointed attorneys argued that he was not mentally
capable of determining right
from wrong.
THE U.S. Supreme Court
refused to hear Jenkins' appeal of his death sentence on
Aug. 28 of this year.
Maurer, 30 of Massillon,
was sentenced in April 1983 in
the kidnap, shooting and
strangulation death of 7-yearold Dawn Marie Hendershot,

a neighbor. At the time,
Maurer was the fifth inmate
on death row at the state
prison at LucasviDe in southern Ohio.
The high court refused to
hear Maurer's retrial request
on Aug. 14.
In light of the U.S. Supreme
Court's refusal, the Ohio Supreme Court yesterday lifted
the stay of executions it had
granted in the two cases and
ordered the men executed.
Attorneys for Jenkins and
Maurer could now turn to the
federal appeals courts for relief, according to Mark Levy,
associate director of the
American Civil Liberties
Union of Ohio.
The UJS. Supreme Court
actions to this point were
taken on appeals from state
courts in Ohio.
OHIO ACLU Director Benson Wolman said the Ohio
Supreme Court's action
"doesn't mean an execution
is imminent. Attorneys in
most cases have a number of
post-conviction remedies, including
a return to the state
court'r
courts.
He did not say whether the
ACLU would become involved in the Jenkins and
Maurer cases, although he
said the civil liberties group
has filed briefs in other dealth
penalty cases.

COLUMBUS, (AP) - A former
Ohio Department of Transportation secretary said yesterday
her boss ordered potentially
harmful records removed from
state property on the same day
that Senate Judiciary Committee investigators arrived to seize
the material.
Brands Valentine, Bred Oct. 7
from her lob as administrative
secretary to Morris Tipton, said
Ttpton told employees to get rid
of "everything ... that would
hurt us" after he learned Judiciary Committee investigators
were in the building Sept. 25.

Valentine was the first witness
yesterday before the Republican-controlled Judiciary Committee, which is investigating
charges of ethics violations by
the Democratic administration
of Gov. Richard Celeste.
In a clear voice, Valentine
repeatedly accused her former
boss of ordering her to shred
documents "almost every day"
and said the department maintained records that made it virtually impossible for a
Republican to get even a civil
service Job in the Transportation Department.

"YOU COULD get a good job
there if you know the right person - in other words,... if you
know Morris Tipton," she said,
explaining that she kept four
binders •'from A to Z" that listed
employees and prospective employees and their party affilia"If be was a Republican, they
wouldn't help him." she said.
She was repeatedly asked
about the events of Sept 25,
when the committee's chief investigator said he arrived with a
subpoena for records of employees and their political affilia-

tions.
She said Tipton learned that
the investigators were in the
building and ordered other
ODOT workers to "get anything
out of the back room that could
hurt us."
Asked to describe the material
that was removed, she said,
"anything that would hurt our
ass was just bow he said it"
Valentine said the material
was taken to the home of Tracy
Souders, an ODOT administrative assistant. Later, Souders
said it was "standard procedure" to move them

Armed forces security increased
WASHINGTON (AP) Spurred by terrorist attacks on
three continents, the U.S armed
forces are putting new emphasis
on advising their personnel how
to avoid making themselves inviting targets for attack.
The advice comes against the
background of the murders of
four Marine embassy guards at
an outdoor cafe in El Salvador in
June, the slaying of Navy diver
Robert Stethem aboard a hijacked TWA jetliner in Beirut in
July and a car-bombing that
killed two people at the RheinMain Air Base in West Germany
in August

Many of the security tips fall
into the realm of common sense
and most are not new, but there
has been a renewed emphasis on
them, officials say. The Army,
for instance, in mid-September
instructed commands worldwide to tighten security generally.
Elaine Henrion, an Army
spokeswoman, said soldiers
going abroard also "are counseled a little bit" about making
themselves less conspicuous in
their appearance and behavior.
ARMY LT. Col. Arnold Williams, a public affairs specialist

on terrorism for the Defense
Department, said this involves
cautions such as not to choose as
off-duty apparel "cowboy hats
with feathers in the band and
belt buckles the size of pie
elates" and "not to congregate
i a particular place habiti said an Army newspaper he edited in Germany ran
regular security tips so that
increased attention to safety
would not be taken as alarmist
but simply an attempt to keep up
the safety awareness of troops.
An Air Force spokesman,
Capt. Jim O'Brien, said person-

nel in his service are given a
"local threat briefing" upon
their transfer to an overseas
base. The service members are
expected to pass these precautions along to their dependents,
he said.
Along with the renewed
awareness of personal security
have been physical improvements to the security arrangements of bases, especially
those overseas, O'Brien said.
Some are as obvious as huge
concrete flower pots that serve
as barricades and others are
more subtle, he said, declining
to be more specific.

Make it the sweetest

day yet.
Send the FTD®
Sweetest Day
Bouquet.
Sweetest Day
is Saturday,
October 19.
Call or visit
us today.

Klotz
Flower
Farm
906 Napoleon Rd.

353-8381
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♦ Ribs ♦

Every Thursday Night
Large portions of
Big Beef Ribs
or St. Louis Baby Back
Pork Ribs
more than you can eat for only

♦ $7.95 ♦
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Story rebounding after suspension

Cardinals and Royals
will meet in Series
LOS ANGELES (AP) Jack Clark hit a three-run
home run with two out in the
ninth inning to give the St.
Louis a 7-5 victory over Los
Angeles yesterday and send
the Cardinals into their 14th
World Series.
Twice, the Cardinals fought
back from deficits to beat the
Dodgers in the sixth game of
the National League playoffs
for the right to meet Kansas
Ctty.
Facing the Dodgers' ace
reliever. Tom Niedenfuer,
Clark, the Cardinals' cleanup
hitter, hit the first pitch deep
into the left field stands as
Dodgers outfielder Pedro
Guerrero watched helplessly.
Todd Worrell took the win
in relief, Bowling Green graduated Orel Hersniser started
for the Dodgers.

TORONTO (AP) - The Kansas City Royals, the team that
would not quit, completed a
stunning turnaround last
night by beating the Toronto
Blue Jays 8-2 behind Jim Sundberg's four RBI to win the
decisive seventh game of the
American League playoffs
and advance to the World
Series.
The victory set up an allMissouri, Show-Me Showdown in the World Series
starting Saturday night in
Kansas City between the Royals and the St Louis Cardinals.
. ,
The Royals iced their
comeback from a three
games-to-one deficit when
Sundberg drove in three runs
with a bases-loaded triple off
the top of the right field wall
in the sixth inning.

LARGE 2 ITEM PIZZA

Not many people are offered
second chances, but Darryl
Story has been given another
opportunity to prove himself.
And he doesn't plan on letting
anybody down tins time.
After serving a University imposed, yearlong suspension
from Jan. 1983 to Jan. 1964 for
several violations of the student
code, Story has learned from his
"A lot of guys would beg for
what I had,,r the Junior said. "I
was playing football and getting
a free education, but I blew it. I
let myself, my family and my
team down."
BG football coach Denny Stolz
said Story had to go through a lot
to come back.
"Darryl is Just like anybody
else on this team and he made a
mistake," Stolz said. "We all
make mistakes, but be has
learned from his. He was big
enough to accept that and come
back?7

FRENCH BREAD PIZZA

$2.50

J.T.'S PIZZA
CARR V OUT
352-5475 Thurs. Fri.-Sat. 405 Thurstin
Delivery till 3 a.m.

Darryl Story

UNIVERSITY THEATRE
PRESENTS

$5.00 or
12

As a sophomore in 1983, Story
led the Falcons in rushing with
714 yards on US carries. That
year, he broke BG's single-game
rushing mark with 225 yards on
37 carries against Ball State, a

by Ron Frits
sports reporter

FEIFFER'S PEOPLE

record which still stands. Story
was suspended two months after
the season.
THE DAYTON native returned home to ponder what he
wanted to do with his life. Words
of encouragement from Stolz,
who said he wanted him to come
back, and his parents, Ernest
and Rosalind Venable, who always stood behind him, made
Story more determined to return.
"When I first got suspended, I
felt lifeless," he said. "But I
thought about my parents more
man myself. It was very hard on
them, they were looking forward
to me going to school and getting
an education. But I learned that
through everything, your parents are your best friends."
After talking with Joe Russo,
his coach at Patterson Co-op
High School. Story began working out at his alma mater to
prepare himself for his return to
football and BG.
But his road back was blocked
when he recieved third-degree
burns on his right foot and arm
from grease while cooking
french fries. He was told by a
doctor be wouldn't be able to
play football again. After staying off the foot for a month,
however, Story was able to walk
and then run.
"I knew I would play again,
even though the doctor wouldn't

v

October 16-19, 8:00 p.m.
Joe E. Brown Theater

tell me anything," he said. "I
started to run and then jump. I
worked hard. It was something
for me to do to keep me occupied
during that year. All I thought
about was coming back."
BUT AFTER lifting weights
and running, Story still didn't
know if his teammates wanted
him to return. Following the
Falcons' 41-10 whipping of Miami University last fall, he got
his answer.
"I went into the locker room
after the game and talked with
all the guys I knew," Story said.
"I asked them if they wanted me
back and they said yes. Knowing
that my teammates and coach
Stolz wanted me to return made
me work harder."
Returning last semester to the
University wasn't as difficult as
Story expected. Students and
professors, who knew about
him, made him feel like any
other student.
While he was gone for the
year, Bernard White took Story's place as starting tailback
and rushed for over 1,000 yards
and caught more than SO passes
in helping BG to an 8-3 mark.
Story knew he would have trouble regaining his position and
breaking his right foot in the last
week of spring practice didn't
help.
• See Story, page 11.

Cold King Kegs 24 Returnables

Sunday
Wine Sales

University Hall
Box Office opens at 7:00 p.m.
For Information Call 372-2222

We Have Long Neck Returnables,
Coolers(Bartles and James,
Seagrams, California, White
Mountain, two liter Sun and
Calvin Rasberry)

QUQDQNQ

[State Minimum on All Beer, Wine, and Coolers
To Save Money — Watch Your Prices!!
COLD WINE - SUNDAY SALES

Frito Lay Ruffles

7V4 oz.

§ R.C. Cherry Cola

Your Choice of Any

$1.39

12 oz. can$6pk.

2 Liter Pepsi & Diet Pepsi

MYLES

\

RACKETEER'S

The First and last word
in Italian ice cream:

I

IHfc DO. BUILDING

Your Party Headquarters J^J%

1

WINE SHOP

$1.09

Cold Beer, Wine Coolers, 24 Returnables,
King Kegs, Suitcases

Mexi Combo
or Grand Burrito +
a Margarita for
$
4.95
**•

99*

■Ml

Carlos

PRIETO
Mexico's
Internationally
Acclaimed

\

Cellist

GELATO
Stop in today for your free taste

Bring this coupon in
and buy 1 Gelato or fruit ice
and your friend gets one free
107 State St. across from Harshman Quad
Now Available: pints and quarts and gelato cookies
Check our Italian pizzelles with creamy gelato packed inside. Take one home to

«w

Accompanied by Irma Vallaclllo. Pianist

First United States Tour
Saturday, October 19,1985
8:00 p.m.
Central Auditorium in Flndlay
Admission $7.00
Phone reservations taken through October 18.
Phone or pick up tickets at the Egner Center
Box Office, Flndlay College, 422-8313. ext. 231
Part of trw Pramtar* Sasson
prassntad by Flndlay Collaga/Flndlay Civic Music
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Falcon bench provides more than just splinters
by Tom SkemMtz
sports reporter

For substitutes on a sports
team, the last thing they want to
hear is the term "bench

wanner."
Bench warmers don't get their
names in headlines. They aren't
at the top of leader boards. And
they can't boast of playing every
game.

But substitutes on the Bowling
Green volleyball team can be
proud of their contributions to
this year's team. Although the
Falcons are a disappointing 6-8.
the six non-starters have played

BG News/Alex Horvalh
Bowling Green's volleyball team has been blessed with a solid gro'ip of substitutes. Front row (left to right)
Jane Plantz and Susie Reld. Back row (left to right) Sue Scott, Adrienne Delph, Alaine Emens and Cheryl
Swing.

an integral part in the Falcons'
game.
Cheryl Swing, Adrienne
Delph, Jane Plantz, Alaine
Emens, Sue Scott and Susie Reid
arent exactly household names,
but they have been consistently
called upon to help the Falcons
in crucial situations.
BG coach Denise Van de Walk
said the subs add another dimension to the Falcons' game.
"It is very important to have
players on the bench that can be
called upon at key moments,"
Van de Walle said. "We use
them to change the tempo of a
game."
COMING OFF the bench is not
as easy as it sounds. Mental
preparation is the key to being a
successful substitute according
to Van de Walle and her players.
"If the bench was not mentally in tune to the game, they
would not be able to fulfill the
needs of the moment," Van de
Walle said. "I usually substitute
in critical times and when we
are in trouble."
Swing agreed, saying substitutes have to be prepared to
enter a game.
"You have to stay with the
flow of the game," Swing said.
"It'8 hard. Sometimes you won't
even touch the ball."
Although each substitute
doesn't touch the ball every
game, the Falcon six have seen
valuable duty time.
Van de Walle has noticed her

HEU> FIGHT BIRTH DEFECTS

A

Warm up to Halloween with

WFAL

Continued from page 10.
"Bernard has accomplished a
lot and I have learned from
him," Story said. "Seeing him
do so well has made me work
harder. Hopefully, I can fill his
shoes with my own next year."
STORY HAS worked his way
up to being White's backup.
Against Western Michigan two
weeks ago, Story rushed for 70
Cls on eight carries and two
. He is the second-leading
Falcon rusher with 88 yards on
22 carries. This year, Story
wants to help BG win the MidAmerican Conference
championship.
But most importantly. Story is
just happy to be back in BG.
"I'm grateful to coach Stolz
and the rest of the team for
Kving me a second chance and
n going to prove to everyone
that I was worthy of it," the 5foot-ll, 170 pound back said.
Stolz said Story has proven a
lot by returning and helping the
team.
"It is hard for a young man to
be dropped from school, but to
return is just as hard," Stolz
said. "It would have been a lot
easier for Darryl to quit, but he
didn't take the easy way out."

WEEKDAY SPECIAL
Rny medium 13" One Item Pizza For

*C25

5:
Extra Kems
»7Seach

plus one 16 oi. btl. of
POP FREE with this
coupon. P. 16.50 value,
ask for when ordering.

Chicago Style extra

Good mon-Thurs ONLY

pSb"°

|

Open 4 P.m.

FREE DELIVERY

mam Si
One Coupon Per Order
Bowling 0»»n. Ohio 43402
Expires 11-30-85
N

PHI BETA LAMBDA

Domino's

Emens was pressed into the
starting role two weeks ago after Lisa Berardinelli went down
to an ankle injury. The Junior
responded by playing excellent
defense for BG.
Scott, a senior, has seen the
most action of the six. Scott, who
started last year, has platooned
with Kelley Ellett, specializing
on defense in the backcourt.
Although sitting can be frustrating, Plantz said it best in
explaining the subs feelings.
I'm glad they have the confidence to bring me in off the
bench." Plantz said. "Since I
am a freshman I expect it."

v

352-5166

Saturday, Oct. 19
9 p.m.-l a.m.
Northeast Commons
$2.50 admission
Beer
All the pizza you can eat!

touted rVfhwn plantz, Reid
and Swing improve daily.
"I have seen much improvement in the bench and in
all fifteen players since Aug.
IB," Van de Walle said. "I'm
hoping through a full year they
will gain experience, maturity
and a better wisdom of the
game.

Story
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Voted Best Pizza in B.C.

The Office of

Minority Affairs
presents

Sweetest Day Specials
Floral Originals by Gtfigofty Stolte
(formerly th« Greeting Exchange)
Sweetheart Roses
1 Dozen Arranged

5™»™5

3 Carnation Bud
vase and Mylar balloon

$7*95

Dozen Carnations Boxed
392-3148
SUE. Woottar
W* d.llv.r

Box of Candy

$10.95

I

3he <dvumAj4>nwnt

■

DR. LYNDA WOODRUFF

Hair, Skin and Nail Designers

I
I
I
I
I
I

Topic:

352-4101
352-4143

181 (B)S.Main
Bowling Green

20% OFF

haircuts & perms
Cindy, Annette, Chris, Judy,
Diana, Shelley, Carol

I

Georgia State University
"Interactions of
Black Students on White Campuses

Monday, Oct. 21, 7:30 p.m.
110 BA Building
Supported by:
Third World Graduate Student Association, Black
Student Union, Board of Black Cultural Activities.
Black Greek Council.

Classifieds

BG Newi/October 17,1985 12

FOUND: Japaneee/Engeeh Dictionary mourn
at Fotoon HOUM. 140 E Wooeter Or Col 352
3610

CAMPUS AND CITY EVENTS

ANNE BAKER
Haaay tMK arrakaay
and hava tun Ha weekend
love. Matt and Bruce

Found: VW tun/a aal bat In SA btdg

Cal 372 3»45
ATrTOCION CBtCULO Mt«f AWCO
COMVOMAMO* IN D. FALCON'S M«T CN
HUNK* A LA* 7:$0 EL 17 DE OCTWWt.

UNO FOUND OUT8A3E HOWARD'S SACK
DOOR FPJDAY MQHT CALL 364 2805 TO
CUUM

ATTENTION All SPANISH CUM SOWERS
AND DANCCM - 1ST MRM Ml M AT
6*8 P.M, IN FALCON'S NEST. SI THSWII

LOST Bat* ana Blue M>. Sweet Jeeeet
Oroppad e*t Wad night altar 11:00 p.m.
between Wandy'a and eororty houeee If round
cal 362-7424 Ptoaee Return St

SOSUTrMoOMMMI*"
When Tueeday. Octobar 22
Where: N.E Commons
Who: Open 10 at
Apptceeone are a iMili m the on campua
meabox room. Irani Ml or welt dorm, and at
eororty and fratomHy clvjptei m—UnoB.
CAMPERS
Anyona going camping ttm weekend at Hookmg HBa. maat In Rm 121 Heyea Ha$. 7 p m
on Tun.. 10/17/65 Tha camping trip at
aponaorad by tha ENVIRONMENTAL NTEREST GROUP
•INTERNATIONAL BUSINESSASSOCIATION
Fourth Formal Meeting Timik,, October 21,
7:$0 p.m. Assembly Room. 212 McFel CenI Mr Chertee Bkshop. Dvoc
tor of Economic* Deportment. Maralhon Oi
Company "OPEC'e Hoi* In tha Wort Eeon«wy through I MO."

Tll'Tech VHS Video tap.
NYC » O.J.* plaaaa on 2-1154

LAOA
Tha LeetXen and Gay AAance wl maat tonight
at 8:30 p.m. in tha Rotgwua Education Room ol
St. Thomas Mora Al maatmQa ara opan to tha
pubac Brtng a trlandl
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE INf OftMATION SESSION:
LEARN MORE ABOUT THE OPPORTUNITY
TO ATTEND ONE OF OVER 75 COLLEGES **
THE U S ANO PAY rN-STATE TUITION MONDAY, OCT. 21, 3:50 p.m., CAPITOL ROOM.
UMON.
NEW COURSE FOR SPRING SEMESTER
BA 491 Introduction to
Hoepltatfy Managamant*
9 30 1 I 00 T R Section 4018
(Thai at tha Aral couraa In tha naw Hoapltalty
Managamant Spciaazatton
Prerequiaitee
ACCT 221 and luraor standing or conaant of
matructor) For mora Info contact tha Coaaga of
Staarieeo Administration OfSoa of tha Daan
(371 BA) Raataurant and martutonai Food
Sorvlco Managamant Studanta Watooma
■Unaargrsduals AlumniAsaockttlon
Wa aal ba
Mag on Monday, Oct. 21 at
• JO In tha MNatJ Alumni Cantar Eitam.
Finals Waak Surrhajl KNa and Homacomlng
AkUvNIaa updataa. Plus., pumpkin carving
and apata cldarl All atudanta ara Imtlad to
Any mala mtarastad m parylng on tha
SOSU CLUB VOLLEYBALL TEAM
PractJca la tonight at Epp South at 9 00
or cal 372-5955

■ C«a rs baan loo long! Tha
warm-up tonight hee baan long a—Had eH*
maka I tha bast one yati See you M 9:001
lova, Tha Daa Qaaa
B09U SKI CLUB
Movta 1 Sungfcaa g»aj—a> tonight
S:00 p.m. 070 Overman
BOaU SKI CLUB
PRAY FOR SNOW PARTY
AFTER MEETING
DETAJLS 8:00 070 OVERMAN

SERVICES OFFERED

BRIAN DEAN
Thar** tor tha BEST two mootha and tha many
mora to coma Can't wait unti llomacomtngl
I an*,you! Anna

FOUTS TYPBM
$1.00 par paga. doubla-apaoad
On campua ptt-up 4:00 pm 669 2678
Pragnant? Concerns? Fraa pragiMrtcy teat
OtaecSvo tntomtatlon Cat NOW 364 HOPE

CM Omaga Ccxvjrekaaeone to
JLLDACEK
tor runrvng aa win Sto triathlon

RUTHaES SEWINO ( ALTERATIONS
E verything mual bo daan

352 7268
ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS
PROMPT AND PROFESSIONAL
CALL CLARA 352-4017
Custom Butt Lotla Sava You Spaca
For a traa aaBiaws and room maaauramaiit cal
now 352 3836
Tha Loft Conatrucaon and Storage Sarvtoa alao
ortera moving and eaxage aatvlcaa.

Case 81 In Ho
*J*B Satan HaM
Tha button la tarjdan
R rftuat bo found
But south ol Wooatar
it won't ba around
Find tha apadaay mantad Homaoonsng button
S daivar rt to 405 Studant SarvKaa for your
pta».
CONTINUE THE TRADfTtON
ORIENTATION LEADER APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE UNTIL OCTOBER 25, tSSS IN 4M
STUDENT SERVICES. INTERVIEWS IU BE
HELD OCTOBER 27-11, ISM. JOM TNI
TlAatlll

RESUMESANO COVER LETTERS
protaaatanafy wmtan tor al fiatda
Vary reasonable 382-3744

PERSONALS

Criminal Juaaca OrgarUaaon Masting. Tuaaday,Oclobar 22at S00 m 102Hanna. Quasi
apaakar: m Saaa. otractor of Campua Poaoa
Topic: Rap* Sanasthlly
DESBY C. — WHAT DO YOU AND STEVE
REALLY DO ON THAT MOTORCYCLE??

Tan la as Manaay aajMa at 7:oo
Ht HW anWOSfn COHn PWaMI

Daa Qaa Ptodgaa: Ara you raady for your that
Waalani udnap? Wa canl wart to ahow you sha
"ropaa''l
lova, Your Daa Qaa Sattars

Alpha PM Omaaa's
SajScraw
la Coming

PalaiBll McNaRi, Ma. Aaam 1 Eva, Basar
Sharts DtSawNi, CaaWn Cr-ch:
Wa would Bta to rsrNnd you about our past
oharadaa and sand you a maaaaga to atop
maytog your gamaa
To Tan wo wB aay that you watch your atop
cauaa I you'ra not caratul a "8" cup you'l got.
And Cindy my daar, racal al tha mafl cauaa you
know for aura that "Adam > Eva'' wB praval.
And to Mkss DtSanto wa toava thai amal throat.
If wa fktdy anymora baby food mora boxar
shorts you'l get
And to Capn. Cr-ch wa add watt a aajh,
conahua your good work wSh tha PI Kappa

Alpna Pha and Alpha Phi Dataa:
Raat wal tonight bacauaa tomorrow tha fun
bagria Prs-ESTA Foravar wB ba a raght that
wB IVa on In rastory'
Oclobar 18 - Prs-ESTA FUN'
ANEW
WORLDS RECORD
IS
COWNQI

Stoned: "The Captaeia"

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
Saturday. Novambar 2 9am 4pm
Unrvaratty Uraon
REGISTER NOW
405 Sludant Sarvtcaa S3 00 par parson

ARE YOU SUFFERING FROM STUCKENOAPHOBtA? TRY DAA.Y VISITS TO MAC WEST
CAFETERIA f SUFFERWO (XJNTINUES.
CONSE3ER A MOVIE WITH ME TONIGHT. |S|

LOST AND FOUND

ATTENTION AMA I
Al thoae going on GM Corporate Tour meet
Friday moms-ig at 7 20 at the Union

DG Softbal Teem: Congmtukttlone on your 2nd
piece IMeh You'ra al wonderful!
Love, Your Dee Qaa SaMara
DQWeetam Kidnap Victims
Your Mrlrawiefs are gong to run "eke a Jacttrabb* akmn' from the wheele of a truck'' coma
Saturday Are you ready for the cheae? Tha
OaaOaaa.

^m^M^sy^ii^^^r^r^
VOU T*K[-SEE
\'HUH?
«»^'rl>IGIS^KST»l&\OH. NO
ON SOUR «IGHB0I(V/Uri, URrM
DEW

^—-^X DO VOU

\ 5M VTJUR EYR /1 6UB6
UWDER TO ft
/LOOK MtWCj
NtftREK EXflM / gmie tM
BOOKLET
/THINKING I

III

FiiSBtt

RIDES

"The World's Ssiailll la Our Buelneeo"
Jujiaaaiii 300 applcattona wB ba accaptad
una October 16 m Room 302 ol Waal Hal

■'• aa taw la tea* a okeeta >
the
Ae)»iPalllto la (aat i
•at reoev la party aS akjM kHaj with yaw I

eaVyejM
Hava a CHEAT day! You'ra a amaathaartl
Lova, Your Craacant Lr
I Parlnar - ra (sat ana of yaar
ao put on your spurs and gat your horae In gear
Qo grab your hat and gat your gun
cause ra kidnap ana and were raady tor fun
That DO bvee ya. and thinks you ara great
and for Saturday raght, aha Ml canl well
Your laarssppar - Knaar

Fradasa • Aaaart, WaS aS Ssraa al as hava
BaaaTe aaa* aaahal Knaar what oaaaaa
nsatT-A HBa ASTHI Lav ya SaMtaay
saFMBaasa,
i toaaaaj farward la a anaM iaarw.ua

Moroojue OaVatwood: Congraajtaaona on your
OO-SAE snaasrtng to SMpi Were ao happy for
youf
Lova. Your Daa Qaa asstare

OOOO-LUCK DEE ZEE BED RACERSI WE
KNOW YOU CAN DO ITI LOVE-YOUR DEE
ZgSaTTERB
HAPPY BVTTHDAY
CHARLENE
LOVE
OARREN

My FU Data OenBe prepared to eve up to your name "PARTY
GUY "I Remember, you wB need a SIESTA
alter the ALPHA PUMTAII
Your Alpha PN Pass Krnberas

HAPPY BIRTHDAY KAREN KYLEI
YOU ARE THE BEST HOUSEMOM EVER
LOVE. ALL YOUR CHI OMEGA KPS

Two years lm% paaeed slice we came to BG
you wore my roomie, es different as couM ba
we've grown up since thoae rJfflcuR daya
hope you know you're real apodal to mal
Love. Came

ITS
0C4N0
TO

SAE-B DOUG A SCOTT
Grab your boots, grap your hats
cause DG kidnap a whore ra at"
Lova. Your Secret KMnappors

aaaaaa'l have daaa R a Kite at yeu.
Uwy«L<asoay
JMItaFAY,
Only S more daya IN your'rs under my
aeaansl. CLUE: You're e BOOTLEGGERI
love. Sugar
JOHN CLEVELANO
HAPPY 22nd POeNT DEXTER

Law ya aana, aaar naosalo
KaM Roaameyer
Thanks tor DO. Cheer up — today's Thursday'
Hava a great weekend— C-ya Sunday.
Lova, Oma
KE's

WDNAP VKTMS GEAR UPI
THE ORMINAL WESTERN DATE PARTY IS
ONLY 2 DAYS AWAY!
DO IODNAP...AN ANNUAL TTIADtTIONt
LA' Llee DOUGLAS
its aonoet eme tor you to aaa
WHO YOUR WONDERFUL BIG WILL BE
SO GET READY FOR THE HUNT AT NINE
AND WELL DRINK TO OUR FAMILY
WITH A BOTTLE OF WINE
KD LOVE ANO MINE,
YOUR Bta
LUDAOBERUNCONQRATULATIONS ON YOUR PEARLING
TO CHUCK MADDERNI YOU TWO MAKE
SUCH A CUTE COUPLE! WE RE VERY HAPPY
FORYOUI
LOVE, YOUR DELTA ZETA SISTERS

neeMent stuoem Aeeeotetlon

WELL, fD BtrTTR NOT
CATCH VOU ftT IT
AGAIN

SCMKM SUOSi Never tear.
DG Kknap la almost hare.
Hey and gropoe wB be vary near.
To make « the 2 no boat event ol the year I
Lova you, Lon
SHAH D, CATHY S. ONOY R. KRIS C,
DENS3EPHappy Owaalael Day to the SWEETEST!
-Lota of Lova. MCHELLE P.
STACCY,
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR ALPNA PHI
ACTIVATION! YOU FINALLY MADE ITI
Ufa*.
LEN
Slave Cohen,
Such eaceament roSad Into one,
Your bnhdey and UOnap wB be such tun
Happy 21al brthdeyl Your kidnapper
SUSAN NANCE: You are eo loved In your now
lemly ol Kappa Daaa Saa you toraghtll
APT., Your Bg
Sweetheart noose 1 Dozen ArrangedSt.es
3 Canvaoon Bud vase and Mylar baaoon I7.SS
12 Cameeone Boxed and Box ol Candy I10.M
Ftorel Cvtamela ay Oreaery Soatle
518EWooolar. 362-6148. We detver
THE
SNAKE
DANCE

SADERSHIP
EtSH]
)NFERENCE

UftSNT EVE.N

PUARE UHtRl
MV W, UERE
P01NTID

4-4
Satvday, November 2

rt

TNnk ORANQEII
Pumpkin Sato. Oct. 23
11-3 p.m.. Student Sarvtcaa Forum
Sponaorod by ChartBee Board
TaYaTrFLEXaU DEGREE PROORAM
ABn. al freehmen antBlpatlng e 3.3 average
that year. Develop an hrjwouataed general
erairallnn program maximizing eucfl optlone ee
double melon Saa Baa) Ceeey. Cantor lor
AceoemlcC)c«lomtc«oaaa1s/ar)riac»aontorme
TerayKDaaj,
Ican'twaRHflMeMwholaattlHendelthe
atrtng. Thenke tors* of the greet grits. I hope
laalgBI aaoonoa I ami 11
Love, LIT Bath Mack

1

10
14
15

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #

Phone #.

' 23

(For billing purposes only)

29
26

Please print your sd dearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear In bold type)

Classification In which you wish your ad to appear:
Campus & City Events*
Lost a Found
Ride*
Services Offered
__
Personals
•Campus/City Event ads are puWashed free of charge for ona day for a

28

Wanted
Help Wanted
For Sale
For Rent
non-profit event or meeting only.

Date* of Insertion

Total number of days.

r-w

18
17
IS
19
20
21

ai leak, RSA MSenel
•r kaaaa to at*- aaaeenge-.
nkjMe at 7 In the Sludant

71 YEARS OF CAMNG
71 YEARS OF CJUSNQ
71 YEARS OF CAFSNG

Mal to: (On or Off-Campus Ms.)
The BG Mews
214 West Hal BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to BG News)
Phone: 372-2601

31 City on tha
Smoky Hill
River
35 High mountain
38 Problem lor the
police
38 Stags design
38 Clark Kent's girl
41 Woikorwlth
go d or silver
43 Ha'l: PrelU
44
tree
48
Park,
Colorado town
48 Sound from the
cote
48 Sat forth
51 Cook quickly
52 Dispensers ol
TLC
53 Crusaders
stronghold
55 Sonata leader
57 Pie-eater ol
rhyme
82 Adult acorns
85 Frlghtlul figure
88 Turn out to be
87 Steinbeck
character
88 Harris's Rabbit
SB Minute
amounts

70 Broadcaated
30 Off tha mark
71 Does e former's 32 Ship to liven the
fob
party?
72 Part of a wave
33 "
lean
73 Unite of work
island Donne
34 Opera house
hlghllghta
37 Diminutive
DOWN
ending
1 Harry's
40 Footwear for
helpmate
Bird
2 Orchoatral rood
42 Recliner attach3 Temporary
ment
fasteners
45 Roguish
4 Kind of drum
47 Sign ot a hit
5 Patrona
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
22
24
28
27
29

Cat Kethy McQroeny 12-4842)
andwlahhara
Happy 20tH BWhday
100 years ol Happmeee end Fun
Alpha Chi la number one!
Lore Mop Ha span gomgi

WANTED
m/ho
St Ctoee to campus, low rent, privets bedrooata. Cal Janet or Diane al J52-A8W lor
esara aalaiiaadaiL
F. rrme
3498

to aubtaaaa

Good location

362-

t male roownauo tor Spring Semester,
bedroom apartment Cal 372-4288

l

2 Female roommates needed tor Spring to rent
apt doee to campua Cal 353-9805.
Femele reooioiati naadad to auMoaee apartment now sndlor Spring semaeter. Cell Mary
.1152-441 <
Nonemoklng. lemass roommate needed to
auttleaee apartment tor eprtng eomeelor. Ctoee
to campua - Untverelty Courts - Cal 352
4709.
1 OR 2 FEMALES TO SUBLEASE APT
SPPJNG SEMESTER OfeE BLOCK FROM
CAMPUS, FURNaSHED. PAY S140 FOR 2.
8236 FOR 1 PLUS ELECTPJC.
CALL 352-3400

Need enmaoolet). Doormen, Bartender Mr.
Bdengtee 8*3 S Main Street. 362-9737. oak
lorOmar

0wn
Homeric effort
Huge ray
Arguea before
the court
Having right to
Threadbare
Entertainer
Adams
Corded labrics
Saudi capital
Rainbow
Hoboyill's
wood
Century plenta
Marcel
Marcaau, lor
one
*

50 "
of
Capricorn":
Miller
54 Bobble
56 Unpackaged
57 Qiga.toGatl
58 Soil. Comb,
form
58 The Argonauts.
Ms aanao
80 Bird sound
61 Stowe heroine
ot al.
83 Chess place
84 Flxoa In place

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

Allltll
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Hit

n"

Hit

i Eldorado FFFax cond rune good
AekOg $1,000 or beat offer. Must aal. Ph. §
352-1620, #214.
Next to Naw Shop haa auSa, coat*, alacka S
iaana. shirts, aweetera. A biouaoa lor everyone;
hojaewerea. lewesy Tuaa. 10-4. Frl 1-7. St
ATe School
I960 FIESTA. EC. ONLY 40 K MILES. RED.
SUNROOF. NEW BRAKES. AM FM STEREO.
6-TRACK. ASKMQ $3260 823-3020 EVENt»08

tailed by Trade Mlckd Jaffa

5

Tutor tor Acct 222 needed mmedletely
■ 2-8874

UCC. R0NEY,
Hava a Happy Belhday S don't forgot to take
Phyeea at the opttngl INATH Kotono

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

NOTICE: The News wlH not be responsible lor error due to Illegibility or incomplete Infrjfmatlon. Ptesse
come to 214 West Hall Immediately if there is sn error in your ad The news will not be
responsible lor typographical errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive Insertions.

Now at your chance to gtvo yor bedroom 40%
more apace wHh a Ion. For Information on loll
styles, options, rates, credit end ordering your
loft, oaf now. Col The Lon Construction end
Storage 8arvtce 352 3838 (9-6 M-F).

FOR SALE

I I*" |

ACROSS
Party man. In a
way
Howard of tha
"Throe
Stooges''
Eared container
Israeli
atatesman
Pertelnlngto
John Paul II
Protuberance
Parlor piece
Sheepish?
Excursion
Crystal gazer
Fruit fit tor the
gods?
Oolong and
pekoe
Collier's way
Galwayor
Bantry
"Arrlvldorcl

J.T.'a PIZZA a CARRYOUT
OPEN TIL 3 em Thura.. Frl. Sal.
352-5475

HELP WANTED

aejdWe^^Frteei.Octeeer'.S

PREPAYMENT is required for all non-university related business and individuals.

LOST: Odd Watch. In or near Hanna Sent!manal vaatal «lound, paseee cat 362-6043

KEYBOARC PLAYER needed to complete rock
band. Equipment necessary mtorooted? Cal
Dave at 372-1087.

Dr. rliymood tucker
Lsscbeon Guest Spesket

RATES: per ad are 60' per line. $1 80 minimum.
50* extra per ad tor bold type.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line.

UMPencsHO
KLEVERS JEWELERS
USSMt, M.N and UP

Trad. Gratchan. 1 Stace!
You eiree ere toe graotaat trtande anyona could
aver hope to And -1 am ao kjokyll
1 love you guyal Jennifer

VOTE FOR:
••LYNN SHANKS"
SHACK QUEEN

OaBcoaari Ii I > ■ IBii40rtaa
MM
I
I

DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m.
(BG News not responsible tor postal service delays)

354-3540

room to rent ler llaieiabai and December
only. Co« Mary al 171-1488.

m

Alumni Room
Uslverslty Uaioa

.Classified Information.
Mail-In Form

PLAM4ED PARENTHOOD
OF NW OHIO
920 N Mam St . BO
ConfWantaaVpareonal care
SpeOel Rotes BOSU students
Convenient Appolnlmanla

We're RM and we're Mating illUlitci Wa
■an aaaaai aaOtot. Join aaHapn-HWIH eanWOaffll ASaWCiWtWfl

9:00 *.m.-4:00 p.m.

r~TheBG News'

Trying to decide what ookxa look boot on you?
Or doee your wardrobe need a aft? For InformeBon on COLOR ANALYSIS cal 3/2 1734

COaBNQI

To our BUDDY Kethy.
Happy 20th Brlthdey
We love ya Judy and Kane

DENT ORGANIZATIONS
AjJiZATM

HTYI CLARaNET PLAYERS ANO ALL
FORMER HKaM SCHOOL BANO MEMBERS
Join a Unrvereay Concert Band for
Spring 0 am liter Cal 372-21B8, or
atop by the Band Office (Room 1010MueKal Arts Corner)
Credt

Man
Talk W us Manate, MfMa at 7<0
In the Student Ceart Reem

a|TT«u1iajRAL 3PLAYER COED VOLLEYBALL
ENTHsES DUE WED OCT 23 BY 4:00 P.M. «
108 REC CENTER

Daaa A Penny, Kidnap countdown — S mere
eeyel Ya»EEEIII
Clanaaiia 1 Hanoi (Taao CCWTSOLf)

JOM THE ATHLETIC BAUD
CflOANIZATlCetAL MEETWO
MCnTJAY. OCT. 28. 8:18 p.m
Room 1012. MUSICAL ARTS CENTER
Stop by Room 1010 MMAC BuaJng or o
372-2188 Braaa ptayera eaoecawy needed
Craatiavaaabe)

Over 280 pairs ol Corduroy A Denen
pank) SS.00-S14 96
Jeene N Thhga 831 HMga

rIA VE FUN, St A IEADBRC0NT1NUE THE TRADITION
ORIENTATION LEADER APPLICATIONS
AVAAJUSLE UNTH OCTOBER 2S, 1SSS IN 404
STUDENT SERVICES. INTERVIEWS WILL BE
HELD OCTOBER 17-11. 1SSS. JOM THE
TEAHII

Use Hoftawwi, You're daamj a tenteetlc ksb
alaBskat and batter yet you're e kskukwa
awaxLaavoaalsSaaoey
We're RSA and we're making residence Ufa

VrtMturC

I^T'etCAT-QMAT-faRE
NTT OFA Rf WEW'NCUX
STANLSV KAPLAN SO. CENTER
NO. 1 SI TOT PRRFARATrON
l«18)88MTB1 TOLEDO

DO YOU KNOW...
Ay Zkjgy Zumba" urge* tha team to rol atono]
fou BO Warrtore. What campua buaJng has l
"auapanded deeeroom?'
A MetrvSdenoo
C. Mamortal Hal
B. Education
0 Homa Economtca
Saa Friday 'spacer tor aotutton

HutTa Ueed Furniture Rudolph
Opan 8-6 Monday-Friday

688 3251

1S77 CAPRICE CLASSIC
HAS EVERYTHING
Runs greoUdependeble! work, tnpe. homa, ale.
ONLY $960 (or offer) - CALL 364-6003
TewEX SMCLAJR 1800 CUMPUTER, IS K
kSEetOAY MOOULE, T.V. MONITOR, ANO
mSTNUCTtON MANUAL. CALL 354-1l55 AFTER IP.N
SaWXTA X04B IS MM CAMERA, AUTOWBaO. TELEPMOTO LENSE, ANO OTHER
ACCtS. PACKAGE DIAL ONLY. CALL ISA188S AFTBt 8 F.aL
FOR SALE: SONY FULL FEATURE REMOTE
CONTIKX. COMPACT MMWNSITY COatPONBNT SYSTEM WrMATCHINQ SPEAKERS.
SPECHCAnONS: 880 WATTS TOTAL OUTPUT. T SAND OJUPHtC EQUALIZER ANO
SMCTRIJ«AJIALYnR.4aUNDTlJr«ER(FM,
SWJ, SW1, MWL BANO C DOLBY NR ANO
AUTOMATIC MUSK SEARCH - $700 OR
BEST OFFER. FOR MOM INFO. CALL FAOi
AT $82-81 a.
FOR SALE: KENWOOD AUDKXVIDEO RE.CaTtm ISO WATTS T. OUTPUT AND DMMTAL r^OjeNCY IJaaTlAY - NED. $180.
AIWA FJIO TAPE DECK-$120
CUSTOM MADE SPEAKERS - 170
WHOLE SET FOR SSSS. FOR MORE tNFO
CALL FAOI AT M2-S14I.
1974 Comet, good covjaon
make any offer
362-2322, evening
Muat eel. HoSywoorJ/Day Dad Boot offer. Col
362-1220 everanga
1BBB Butt RMera. many naw pane, exceeent
WMar oar. Aakfng $400 or beet otter Col
362-6002
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FOR RENT
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— Apt. for Spring
CUe* to campua. Ridge SI . al you nay a g
From 1-4 people Cal 364-7171
Font** Spring BariteMet
Orset Locaeon
354-1318
Two bedroom upper
362-5822
$147.85/month 615
Second Stoat Cal 362-6620 tor Iranrtnaarn

